Session 1a: Project overview and objectives
Meeting objectives

• Discuss forthcoming project publication (and critically main messages)
• Discuss conference of January 2015
• Exchange policy experiences on innovation and inclusive development
• ... Start discussing 2015-16 project objectives
“Incubator phase”:
- Gathering in South Africa (November 2012)
- Background document raising variety of topics (starting point)

“Project set-up”:
- CSTP project description
- set-up of Advisory Group & larger experts group
- Scoping questionnaire
- Newsletter and network

“Start the analyses”:
- Identify specific projects to respond to Advisory Group questions
- Advisory Group meeting in Istanbul (October 2013)
- Policy framework and background analyses
Where are we now? (II)

“Producing the evidence”:
- Identify conclusions based on work conducted
- Consolidate following feedback from experts from March Advisory Group & discussions today

Presentation of the work to the Committee”:
- Validation and approval by the CSTP, 21-22 October 2014;
- Editing and production of publication

“Final report and launch”:
- Synthesize main findings into final publication for December 2014
- Final event in January 2015

“Defining the 2015-16 phase of the project”
What’s new?

• Documents for the publication (for discussion today)

• New phase of the project 2015-16 (for discussions over lunch):
  – Expand group of countries: Latin America and also OECD countries
  – Country policy assessments: studying policy instruments and effects in greater detail
  – Create a community of practice around the question of innovation and inclusive growth